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Town of Middlebury 

Energy Committee Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, July 17, 2019 

 

Present: Richard Hopkins: Liv Herdman, Steve Maier, Lindsey Fuentes-George, Ross Conrad, Howard 

Widelitz 

Absent: John Snyder-White, Diane Munroe, Van Barth 

Guests present for all or part of the meeting: Jackie Sullivan(town treasurer), Kathleen Ramsay (town 

manager), Jack Byrne (Middlebury College), and Middlebury College Students: Cathleen Huang, Max 

Borrmann, Raechel Zeller, Gabe Desmond 

 Howard started the meeting at 8:46 AM 

Reviewed the agenda and no changes were requested. 

In a review of the previous meetings minutes it was mentioned that they included too much of the 

ancillary commentary and it would be better to have them be primarily a record of decisions. To that 

end, some of the extra commentary was removed and Ross had several small edits to improve clarity. 

The edits to the minutes were accepted by acclamation. 

Open Meeting Law Clarification  Howard reviewed the latest guidance provided which prohibits 

document sharing unless below a quorum and reminded us that communication always needs to be one 

way. 

Collaboration with Middlebury College  

Jack Byrne and 4 Middlebury students from the sustainability solutions lab were welcomed to the 

meeting. The committee discussed the need to create a plan for energy reduction and bring it to the 

selectboard. It is found that the town generally has a will to reduce energy consumption as long as they 

can be fiscally responsible. 

Jack Byrne and the students provided some background information on the ongoing projects at the 

Sustainability Solutions Lab which include: 

-Energy 2028 initiative. A goal to have 100% renewable energy by 2028 with a 25% reduction in energy 

consumption and a divestment of the endowment from fossil fuels and integrating these things into the 

educational program. Note that the energy goals only apply to main campus and thermal electric. 

- Building a 5 MWatt solar project on south street extension 

-Plans to purchase renewable natural gas from Goodrich farm on Salisbury. They have a contract with 

Vanguard. The plant is anticipated to create 180,000 MCF of natural gas. 

-The biggest challenge is the 25% energy reduction as it requires participation of everyone in the college. 

They are working with Michelle McCauley to create a pilot living learning community and implementing 

a building monitoring plan for some new dorms. 
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They are also working on creating policies for the college to do better purchasing of vehicles etc. 

In the interest of time it was decide that a subcommittee for collaboration with the college should be 

formed. Richard, Steve and Liv expressed interest in joining. The motion to form the subcommittee was 

made by Lindsey, seconded by Ross and all were in favor (by voice). 

Revolving Loan Fund 

Subcommittee has been investigating program with Montpelier and is now seeking input of our town 

staff, namely Jackie and Kathleen.  The committee hopes that although in the short term it is more time 

consuming, but the advantages will pay off in the long term. Jackie indicated that as long as we can 

substantiate the “income” in a way that will stand up to audits she is willing to support these efforts. 

There is hope that since Montpelier is well into a year of project tracking and they can provide some 

guidance. There was some discussion of how this may or may not affect our allocation expenditure. 

There is hope that by setting up this system it will help us to follow the projects and provide continuity. 

To support the “income tracking” the committee may be responsible for providing some of the required 

supporting documentation. It was discussed that some appropriate next steps might be to try the GRITS 

software as a free trial and to set up a conference with Montpelier to review the software with Jackie. 

Enhanced Energy Plan follow up 

Richard reported that he is grappling with many data issues while trying to get an energy baseline for 

the whole town. The important thing is that the data must support the goal to monitor change over time 

and for this reason the American Community Survey based data won’t work.  Richard requested 

permission to represent himself as a member of the Energy Committee to the state departments from 

which he is going to request data. A motion in support of Richard representing himself as a committee 

member was made by Liv and seconded by Steve. All were in favor by voice vote. 

Committee member updates 

Possible rescheduling of meeting to August 14 due to travel plans next month. Howard will let us know. 

A motion to adjourn the meeting was made at 10:24 AM by Ross and seconded by Steve.  

 

 

 


